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CHAPTER

I

SOME PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
T is not difficult to agree that one of out most frequent
mental acts is that of making a compatison. Not all of
the comparisonswe make are volunt^ry or deliberate.
Many, if not most of them, are habiual; so much so that
any habitual comparison is an alI but unconsciousact.
No more is it difficult to agree that only comparable
matters may be compared. If and oniy if experiencesate
similat or resembling ate they companble. Any two
expedencesnot resembling in any respect at all would be
different in every respect. No two experienceswhich ate
not tesembling in at ieast one respectwould be comparable
1n
respect. E4pedencesthat were different in every
^ny
respectcould be contrastedwith eachother in every respect;
but they could not be compared in any respect.
It suffices to undedine the fact thzt comparison is of
basic impoltance to the ways of everyday life as well as to
the procedutes of experirnental science, to indicate one
reason why it is remarkable that comparatively little
attention has been given to the sinequanonof comparison.
More than a few philosophers have insisted on the reality
of univetsals,and that in diversesensesof the term. Yet it
would seemthat the least a universal could be in any sense
(other than that of the concrete universal) would be a
"someszhat" in respect of which instances or casesof it
are tesembling. "Colouf", we are assufed,is the name of
a univetsal; something that is common to all colouts.
Yet to say of a "somewhat" that it is common to things
x to n is to say that those things are tesembling in respect
of that somethirig or other. Thus things that are coloured
are resemblingin respectof being colouted.
If two things were not resembling in being colouted,
9
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as in the caseof a scent and that of a scream,it would be
false to say that they xe coloured. If no experienceshad
anything in common, every elperience would be unique.
And whatever is unique is unmatched: it bears no fesemblance to anything else. Were every experienceunique in
every respect there would be no resemblanceswhatever;
and, for that reason alone, there could be no universals.
It may seemto labour the obvious to remind ourselves
that someof us sometimessay that we compareexperiences
that ate (it is claimed) strictly the same, as expedences.
This claim is denied by all true-blue Hegelians and it is
at leastchallengedby Pragmatistsof severalvarieties. The
denial of tJre Heglians is a matter of principle, and one
with which we shall be concernedin a subsequentchapter.
The challengeof the Pragmatistsseemsto rest on confusion
as to v/hat is affirmed by those who find trro e4periencesto
be strictly the samein some fespect,or in some respectsor
other.
Thus it is sometimespointed out that mely if ever are
two peas in a pod exactly the same. And so with apples
and paintings and insects. Two applesmay at frrst glance
seem to be the same, we are reminded, but on closer
examination they are found to be different in several
respects. Any painting that is deservedlycalled great is
diferent ftom any other one. Even the tsro Virgin of tbe
Rocks,if they could be brought together and compared,
probably would be found to be different from one another
in severalrespects. And so on, from exampleto example.
Yet it ought to be fairly pla;n that z man who affirms
that two Morningcloak butterflies are the same is not
necessarilysaying that they are the samein every respect.
These two Morningcloaks are the same,he finds, in two
chatacteristictespects; namellr the neural stflrcfirre of the
wings, and the. shade of brown they present. In order
'that there may be expedencesthat Me stdctly the same in
some fespect of other, it is not necessarythat any fwo
expedences should be the same in all respects. Two
patches of hue, for example, may be strictly the samein
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chroma, while at the same time and in the same context
they arc diferent in saturation and intensity.
Another source of confusion in this conflectiofl derives
from what may be called the argument from circumstance.
A limitless amount of evidencemay be adducedin support
of the conclusion that circumstancesalter cases. On the
basisof that conclusion it is sometimesurged that no two
e4petiencescould be strictly the same. On Thutsday a
man looks
Lrr etching by Picasso. On the following
Monday he ^t
looks Lt it
But in the meantime he has
^gain.
brcken his collat bone
and vadous other things have
happened to him. He is not the same person. Consequently, it is said, his e4perience on Monday caffiot
possibly be the sameas that on Thursday.
This conclusion may be highly probable. But it is not
certain. If the conclusion in question were arnended to
read that it is hardly likely that the expedenceon Monday
would be strictiy the same as that of Thursday it might
recornrnenditself on the basis of what we call cofirrrlon
sense. The btoken collar bone might have jaundiced the
man's outlook.
But the proponents of the argument from circumstance
do not advanceit as a matter of common sense,or even of
probability. They put it forward asaffording proof that no
two e4periencescan be the same in any respect. The
argrunentin question assnmesmany familiar forms. Since
the light from the sun (it is argued) is incessantlychanging
in intensity, it is impossible that anyone should seestrictly
the same hue at any tr$ro tirnes during the day. As the
shadowsbegin to fall, what was a hue of one intensity and
saturation is then a hue of a difierent intensity and
saturation.
One point, among severalothers, that this line of argument ovedooks is simply this. The decline in the intensity
of the sunlight could be compensatedfor by introducing
into t2 a hue-of that much highe?chromatic int6nsiry. Thui
xt tz^ man could perceivea hue that qzasstfictly the samein
intensity and saturation as the one he perceived at tr.
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It is indeed obvious, that altenaons in the intensity of
light will cause alterations in the hue of any perceived
But to infer from this that at diferent times, or at
^rea.
the sametirne, no two hues could be the sarne,is to indulge
in a.nonsequitar. The most that could follow is that at no
two times of the day could the sameperceivedarea exhibit
the samehue. But even that much would follow if, but
only i{ there wete no comparing factors. Imagine, fot
example,that you ate watching the sun dse ovet the bay of
SantaBzrban. At dawn the seais the colour of azurite and
it is very still. As the sun dses that blue shadesoff as the
light brightens until it is of the light vivid blue of ultramadne. Then the wind comes up and, in a few minutes,
the choppy seais the colour of azurite agzin.
The argument ftom citcumstancesgoes much too far,
even in pdnciple. It is an irrefragable fact that circumstancesalter cases. Hues are altered bv alterationsin their
contexts; the usual tasteof an article of food is changedby
a cold in the head,and so on. But thesefacts arematters of
fact, not principles known a prioi.
They are facts which
support an inductive generalization. The point alone that
the argument from circumstancesis inductive should suffice
to show that it could not demonstratethat no two experiencesmal be the samein some fespect or other. At best,
the argument in question enunciatesa useful rule of thumb.
The generalization that circumstancesalter casescould
be demonstrateda priori if and only if it urere taken that
every possible difference, whether spatial, temporal, or
numerical madea differenceto the content of whose context
those differenceswould be aspects. This is indeed the case
on Btadley's theory of relations, as on Hegel's doctrine of
essence. On those views there are no expedencesthat are
strictly the same. The appeal to
Hegelian dialectic as
^n
the ground upon which strict similadty is denied is the
concern of a subsequent chaptet. The atgument from
citcumstanceswould seemto be an inductive version of the
internality of relations. And that argument fails to prove
as much as some of its ptoponents allege,in so far as it falls
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short of committing itself to the full provisions of the
theory that all relations are intemal.
Presumably it is cleat that no inductive generalization
could demonstratethat sttict similarity is impossible. For
no induction could canvassall possibilities. Those who
asseft that no two e4periencescan be strictly the same do
not seern to rcalize one of the consequencesof their
assertion. If no two experiences are the same in any
respect, then any expedence is unique in every respect.
Now it is easyto slur over this consequenceof the denial of
strict similarity, ot exactresemblance,by saying, "Oh, well,
in some fesPects any e4perience will be unique." But
that is not exactly the point. It is not assertedthat experiencesate unique in sone respects. Rather, it is held
that no two expetiencesmay be the same in arry respect.
This is to say that in all experience there are not two
experiencesthat arc the same in any respect. Then all
experiences are diffetent from each other in every repect.
If all experiencesate different from each other in every
respect, then all experiences are unique-not in some but
in a//respects.
Thus the fond husband who kissed his wife good-bye as
he went off to wotk would be parting with her literally
forever, as she would be parting with him. Retutning
that evening to a home that was quite different from the one
he knew that morning he might presume to find someone
there, though whether she could ansvrerto the sarnename,
or even be a woman at all would be more than doubtful in
a wotld in which nothing vrere the sameas anything else.
In such a wodd there could not be two pins that were the
samein any respect,or two needles. There could be only
one pin and one needle. And the pin would be different in
all tespectsfrom everything else, as would the needle.
It is easyto imagine that in some quarters the foregoing
considerationswill be dismissedasdialectic; in the academic
as distinguished from the etymological senseof the term.
Yet they are but a simple elucidation of one of the consequencesof the categoricaldenial of exact resemblanceor
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strict similarity. Where being the same is declared impossible,no two things can be the sametn any f,espect.
IWore than a few matters analogousto those considered
above will be among the topics of subsequentchapters.
Still, at this juncture it may be well to give a strict statement of what is being denied by the denial of exact resemblance. To say that b, resemblesb, exactlyis to say that b,
and b, are strictly the samein quality or character. And to

Another step is requisite that the statement of exact
resemblance,as so fat made,may be brought out more fully.
Presumabiyit is evident that b, is enumerablyone, and that
b, is enumerablyone. b, and brarc two casesof b. That
b, resemblesb, exactly meansthat b, and b, are strictly the
samein quality or character,and this meansthat b, and b,
are identical in quality or character. Yet, though b, and
b, arc identical in point of quality or chancter, b, and b,
are numerically dif,erent: they are two, not one.
Exact resemblance,we have noticed, meanswhat is meant
by the strict similarity of any two items that are strictly
the same,which meanswhat is meant by their being identical
in quality or chtrtcter.
Conversely, their being identical
in quality rneanswhat is meant by the stdct similarity of
any two items that are strictly the same,which meanswhat
is meant by their exactresemblance. Thus we may seethat
ex^ct resemblanceis a qualitative identity distributed
^nyat least two casesof itself.
in
At this juncture it may be well to point out that the
foregoing statement of the meaning of exact resemblance
says nothing at ?ll about substantial identity, or the persisting identity of a continuant throughout changesin its
qualities and relations. Only the qualities and relations of
the continuant Lte hete in question.
One of the mote cofirmon complaints levelied at those
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who find exact resemblances in their experiences is that
they are insensitive to differences. Thus we may be
assutedby Professor X that whenevet he looks at arLarea
he finds therein diverse hues, and delicate gradations of
those diverse hues. Upon being asked whether or not he
can match a skein of wool for his wife at the knit shop, he
may reply impatiently, "Yes, of coursel" then, rather
guatdedly, " Well, of coutse, not quite, not quite." Fat
from being a mere evasion, this revision of opinion pertinaciously clings to evidence that cannot advisedly be
ignored.
Consider that (for some of us, at any nte) two cases
of the samekind of red are tesembling or the same. This
is to say that thesetwo casesof red are the samein chroma,
intensity, and saturation. Now consider that an orange
hue resemblesa red. Yet an ofange hue is not the same
as a red hue.
Thus we may notice that there are least two distinct
sensesof "resemblaflce". There is the^tsensein which two
casesof the samehue tesembleeach other in being exactly
the same. And there is the sensein which two hues, such
as orange and red, are resembling though diverse.
Now anyone who concentrateshis attention on hues that
resemble each other in this second,senseof the term resemblancemay easily corne to feel that such resemblances
alone ate na;t:utaland concrete,whefeas exact resemblances
are factitious and abstract. And since a mao's everyday
experienceof hues abounds in ranges of greens and blues
and browns, any feeling that continuous gradations in
shadesis the rule is natural in that it is habitual. Ary
occurrenceof two casesof the samehue, asin the chroma of
two five-cent stampsis, if you like, the exception.
But it would be a mistake to presume that a range of
apple green from dark to medium iight is natural or
coflcrete,whereastwo casesof any one shadeof that range
of gteensis factitious. Presumablyany experience,whether
it be a range of dark blues, or two casesof antrite of the
same saturation and intensity is factitious; for both are
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made or produced; they do not iust happen. Rangesof
hues in gradation are comparatively familiaq they are all
around us, here and there; whereasto anyone not given to
looking often at postagestampsof the samedenomination,
beetles of the same speciesand variety, or paintings of a
single period, examplesof two casesof the samehue, or
repeated patterns and designs in the same hues, are exceptional, not famiiiar. Therefore they may strike his
attention with the force of aroused curiosity, thus to seem
odd and a little forced.
Any shadein any range of hues may be repeatedexactly,
so long as the causal conditions of that repetition are
ensured. Any shade of ultramarine from high light to
datk may be tepeatedover and over again. The life of the
forger in egg-temperawould be less simple if this v/ere not
so. If no shade within the reds which we loosely call
brick ted could be tepeated exactly, then the bdck reds
available would be exhausted in that range. Fo4 ex
lypotbesi,there may not be two casesof any brick red.
Let us take it that there are seven hundred and fifw bdck
teds. Then after each one of these had appeat.d orrce,
there could not be another brick red hue.
There are those who, being impressedby the nicety of
the subtlety with which nuancesof shadesmay be deployed,
stand on this as evidencethat no hues resembleeach other
exactly. It might have been better for their causehad they
put their point the other way around. In the second of
ouf two senses of "fesemblance", subtle nuances may
resemble each other very ciosely indeed. Yet this does
not even tend to demonstrate that a nuance, howevef,
subtle, could not appear twice. The shade of auburn
called "Titian" has never been closely plagraraed; but (fot
some of us at least) it exists in more than one of Titian's
paintings. . S(/henevet and wherevet in a man's visual
expedencethere is no difference between the hue (say) of
the one border of an expanseand the hue of the other
border of it, then the two hues resemble each other in
being exactly the same.
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So fat it has been pointed out that the term resemblance
is equivocal. In one of the fwo pdmary senses,resemblance
is used with refetenceto charateristicsthat are exactly the
same. Sflhen used in this sense, the tetm designates a
qualitative identity that is repeatedin at least two casesof
itself.
Now no qualitative identity may be a mattet of degree.
Each quality is what it is, and is not another characteristic.
To say that a qualitative identity might be itself to this
degree and not itself but somethihg else to that degree, is
to fly in the face of.the Law of Identity.
YLt ve do comparediversecharacteiisticsas resembling
each other more ot iess. In all these cases,the terms of
comparison may not be exact resemblances; for exact
resemblancesdo not resemble each other more or less.
\fle compate characteristicsas resembling each other more
or lessas u/e compare aflora;ngehue with a red. An orange
hue is more like a red than a blue. A sour taste is more
like a bittet one than a cloyingly su/eet taste. Middle C
is more like C-sharp than G. This is to say that degrees i
of resemblanceare comprised within the second one of i
our tw'o basic sensesof "fesernblance". :It is perhaps plain that any item in
r^nge of resem^ny
blance may be repeatedin several cases
of itself. Thus a
pattern of hues may present severalcasesof azurite of the
samechtoma, intensity, and saturation. The samepattefn
might present other and diverse blues. Thus both basic
sensesof the term resernblancemay be illustrated by the
sameexpedence.
For teasonswith which we shall be concernedat length
in the course of subsequentchapters, we habitually speak
and write as though there urerebut one red, one orange, one
yellow and so on. Thus we say that the gmss is green, the
sky is blue, that tomatoes are red, and that the wall is grey.
Although this is convenient, it is also misleading. \7e
undetstand, of course, that "red" actually designates .
diverse shades; that there ig no hge along that is properlJ i
cqlldjlg4j
and we'undeiitand ,t m".h about tire other
B
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constituentsof the analogousorder of hues. A colourdesignation designates rz;ngeof hues of diverse chroma,
^
saturation, and intensity.
Even a colour-name such as
olpiment has no unique referent. Rather, orpiment
designatesa rlnge of yellows of diverse intensities and
saturations. Such simple considerations as these m y
suffice to indicate that no colourdesignation is univocai.
Thus it would be a gross blunder to presumethat,,red,,
designatesa single hue repeatedin may casesof itself. For
"fed" designatesL range of hues between violet-red and
ted-orange. ThesJ?iiGrse hues resemble each other
thgugh ti.y
not the same,as are any two c"re, of arri
"r.
ted.
Theserwo tasic sensesof resemblanceyield two derivative
sensesin which the tetm is used. For reasons that will
in the irnmediate sequel, it is essentialthat these
^ppeat.
detivative
senses should be taken into account in this
corulection.
. It is fai{y plain tlat we may and do compare experiences
in point of the number of respectsin which they resemble
eachother. Thus two coins of the sameissueand denomination would be found to resemble each othet in more
respectsthan some other coin of a different issue. In any
such comparison of e4periencesas rnore or less resembling
in point of the number of their resemblances,..rnori
resembling" means tha;t nuneicalll more resemblances
are repeatedin the coins of the sameissueand denomination
than in either of them and the other coin. The converse
of this is the meaning of "less resembling" in statementsof
comparisons in
_which experiencesare compared in point
of the numberof resemblancesthey present.
Thoseresemblances
wouid be exactresemblances. But it
is no less plain that we may and do compare expedencesas
rnore or lessresemblingin point of the number of characteristics in the one that-arehot. like characteristicsin the
other than the characteristics of some other expedence.
Thus a gown in five shadesof yellow is more like one in
thtee shadesof orange than a go\rrn in five shadesof blue.
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Exclusive preoccupationwith thesetwo dedvative senses
of tesemblancewould leave out of account the basic sense
in which experiencesafe compared as more or less resembling. In these two derivative sensesof resemblance
experiencesare indeed compared as resembling each other
more or less. But this is to comparethem in point of the
nunber of resemblancesavailable for comparison. It is to
compare experiences in point of supetior or inferior
numbers of exact resemblances. Or it is to compare
experiencesin point of superior or inferiot numbers of
characteristicsthat are more or less resembling as chatacteristics.
Presumably it is faidy plain that the existenceof exact
resemblancesis a necessarycondition of any comparison of
expetiencesas more or lessresemblingin point of superior
or inferior numbers of resemblancesrepeated in them.
And it is no less plain that the existenceof characteristics
more or less tesembling is a
th^t
(as characteristics)
^re condition of any compadson in point of numbers
necessary
of such tesemblances. Nevetheless, apparently it is easy
to take it that comparisonsin point of supedor ot inferior
numbers of resemblancesmake out all thete is to the matter
of degrees of tesemblance. Unfortunately for any of us
who may prefer simplicity in analysisthat is not so.
With the distinctions in mind that have beenbtought out
so far, it may now be possible to proceed to consider
relatively basic matters which may be disclosed by an
investigation of those distinctions. But though possible,
any such procedure would not be sensible. One's past
experience has taught that the subject of resemblanceis
beclouded by doctrinaire and unquestiofling prejudice.
For that reasonalone it ma.ybe well to attempt to remove
misunderstandingon severalscoresbefore going on to the
main subiect of this essay. That vrill take us rather far
afield, if only becausewe shall begin with a considerationof
one of the most ftuidul sourcesof misunderstandingin this
connection; namellr the Hegelian dialectic of contraries.

